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Starring
Gellért L. Kádár

Vivien Rujder (TÓTH JÁNOS)

Laurence Rupp (BARBARIANS)

Murathan Muslu (PELICAN BLOOD, 
SKYLINES, BREAKING POINT)

Franciska Törocsik (DON'T BREATHE)

Directed by
Robert Dornhelm (VIENNA BLOOD, 
MARIA THERESIA, WAR AND PEACE), 
Orsi Nagypal (THE DEAL, THE OUTPOST), 
Attila Szász (TALL TALES, ETERNAL 
WINTER), Balázs Lengyel (HBO's GOLDEN 
LIFE)

Produced by
Serendipity Point Films, Twin Media, 
HG Media, MR Film, and Beta Film

Status
In post-production

One of the most epic European TV productions of all time. 
From acclaimed producer Robert Lantos (SUNSHINE, 
THE SWEET HEREAFTER, BARNEY’S VERSION, EASTERN 
PROMISES, CRIMES OF THE FUTURE).

The 15th century. Fearless army commander János Hunyadi devotes his 
life to defending Europe against an Ottoman invasion. His life is plagued 
by scandal, political power plays, and conspiracies between noble families 
from Italy, Poland, Austria, Serbia, and Hungary. His strongest allies are 
the women in his life: Erzsébet, the wife who not only stands by him, but 
fights alongside him, and Mara, his first love, who breaks his heart by 
becoming lead concubine in Sultan Murad’s court. When the Ottoman 
Empire mobilizes an army of unprecedented size to march west with 
the objective of conquering the Vatican and Europe, Hunyadi leads his 
small but mighty army to the battlefield, sealing a hard-fought victory. 
In celebration, Pope Callixtus III orders that churches all over the world 
shall ring their bells every day at noon. And even today, more than five 
centuries later, they still do.

SERIES
10 x ONE HOUR |  HISTORICAL DRAMA |  HUNGARIAN, GERMAN, ITALIAN, AND OTHERS

8 9



Starring
Mark Gatiss 
(SHERLOCK, DOCTOR WHO)

Directed by
Carolina Giammetta 
(THE DROWNING)

Produced by
Eagle Eye

Status
Shooting Q2 2024 

A stylish and colorful crime drama set in London in 1946 with 
a thoroughly modern sensibility and tone. Executive produced, 
created by, and starring Emmy Award winner Mark Gatiss 
(SHERLOCK, DOCTOR WHO). 

In London’s Archangel Lane, there is a bookshop aptly, named after its 
eccentric but whip-smart owner, Book. A former military spy turned 
maverick detective, Book relishes helping the police solve their most 
complex murder cases. He lives happily with his sassy, exuberant wife, 
Trottie, who owns the wallpaper shop next door. Friends from childhood, 
they share a deep bond of love and respect for each other, but theirs is a 
‘lavender marriage’ of mutual convenience. For Book is a gay man at a time 
when homosexuality is illegal. Blissfully happy at home, Book nevertheless 
carries with him a sadness, as the love of his life was betrayed and died 
in the war. When Jack, a young man with a past as an ex-convict, is sent 
to work at the bookshop, Book and Trottie welcome him into the family 
fold with open arms. But it’s not long before Jack starts to suspect that 
his appointment was anything but random. Could their past and his be 
inextricably linked?

SERIES
6 x ONE HOUR |  CRIME |  ENGLISH
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In the historic city of York, Detective Bea Metcalf and young 
police archivist Patience Evans join forces to investigate 
unusual crimes in surprising settings. Starring Laura Fraser 
(BREAKING BAD, BETTER CALL SAUL) and Ella Maisy Purvis 
(A KIND OF SPARK).

Two worlds are about to collide: Patience Evans, a young autistic woman, 
works in a clerical role in the basement of the York police station filing 
investigation records. She is an enigma; a profoundly intelligent, self-
taught criminologist, able to spot clues that others simply do not see.  Yet 
her talents go unnoticed. A chance meeting with Detective Inspector Bea 
Metcalf opens a door into a whole new world for her. Bea can see potential 
in Patience and her innate deductive skills, as well as the similarities she 
shares with her own son Alfie. Chaotic and unruly, Bea is the opposite 
to Patience. But despite plenty of squabble, they form a perfect team, 
dedicating their hearts and minds to solving the most complex of 
murders committed within this ancient city.

SERIES
6 x ONE HOUR |  CRIME |  ENGLISH

1312

Starring
Laura Fraser (BREAKING BAD, BETTER 
CALL SAUL, TRACES)

Ella Maisy Purvis (KIND OF SPARK, 
MALPRACTICE)

Directed by
Maarten Moerkerke 
(13 COMMANDMENTS)

Produced by
Eagle Eye in association with 
Beta Film

Status
Q1/Q2 2024
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Starring
Delfina Chaves

Martijn Lakemeier
 
Sebastian Koch ( THE LIVES OF OTHERS )

Elsie de Brauw

Jaap Spijkers

Directed by
Saskia Diesing, Joosje Duk, 
Iván López Núñez

Produced by
Millstreet Films 

The story of Maxima’s journey from early life in Argentina and 
New York to her engagement to Dutch Crown Prince Willem-
Alexander. Based on Marcia Luyten's bestseller.

Seville, 1999. From the moment the beautiful Argentine Maxima appears 
at the Dutch Crown Prince's side, she finds herself in the spotlight. But 
when Willem-Alexander asks her to marry him, the past catches up with 
her. Heated discussions erupt about her father's political career in the 
Argentinian Videla regime – something she never faced in her own circles. 
What allows Maxima to finally thrive at an old European court? And how 
can Maxima stay true to herself without giving up her family – or do these 
things not go together?

SERIES
6 x ONE HOUR |  ROMANTIC DRAMA |  DUTCH, ENGLISH,  SPANISH

16

"
'THE CROWN', BUT IN 
THE NETHERLANDS

"
L I N D A



Starring
Haley Louise Jones (DEAR CHILD)

Slavko Popadic (HOUSE OF PROMISES)
 
Safak Sengül

Peter Lohmeyer (MIRACLE OF BERN)

Aram Tafreshian

Directed by
Alex Schaad (INVENTION OF TRUST, SKIN 
DEEP), Fabian Möhrke

Produced by
Violet Pictures and REAL FILM Berlin for 
ZDFneo 

"
A HIGH-TENSION DRAMA SET 
AGAINST THE BACKDROP OF 

THE VIBRANT, FAST-PACED AND 
MULTICULTURAL SOUTHSIDE 

DISTRICTS OF NEUKÖLLN AND 
KREUZBERG

"
VA R I E T Y

THIS IS GOING TO HURT meets 4 BLOCKS: 
A high-octane medical drama set in Berlin's 
toughest emergency room. 

Berlin. The emergency room of the city's toughest and most overcrowded 
hospital is once again under new management. But taking the lead in this 
chaotic environment is no small task for the young doctor, Zanna Parker, 
who is looking to start over in the big city after her private life imploded 
in Munich. When she tries to implement reforms, Zanna is confronted with 
resistance from the hospital staff. One of her fiercest adversaries is the 
rebellious emergency doctor Ben, who dabbles in any kind of pick-me-up 
that might help him push through his shift and away from his problems. 
Another challenge comes from the brilliant doctor but lone wolf Emina, 
who straight up threatens to leave the team. Underpaid, poorly equipped, 
chronically fatigued, and with an indispensable dose of black humor, the 
doctors on this ward must recognize that they are all in the same boat 
and pursuing a common goal: to save lives and to stand up to a merciless 
healthcare system.

SERIES
8 x ONE HOUR |  DRAMA |  GERMAN

18 19



Starring
Marie Dompnier (WITNESSES)
 
Yannick Choirat (RUST AND BONES)
 
Carl Malapa (MORTEL)
 
Sofia Lesaffre (GANGLANDS)

Directed by
Hervé Hadmar

Produced by
Lincoln TV with the 
participation of OCS 

No one knows yet what he is looking for when an affluent 
couple is ambushed by a masked man in their house. Deep in 
their basement lies a secret that was hidden for decades…

Isabelle and her husband Richard are an affluent couple. She is a 
successful surgeon, he a famous novelist and university professor. But 
what nobody knows, is that they are hiding a secret. When one day, a 
masked assailant forces entry to the couple’s impressive residence, 
it seems the past is catching up with them. But who is the young man 
threatening Isabelle and Richard? Why is there a secret door leading to an 
operating room in the basement? And who actually wrote the novel that 
made Richard famous in the first place? One thing is for sure: The motives 
behind this homejacking are very personal. And the decades-old secrets 
coming to light will change all their lives forever…

LIMITED SERIES
6 x HALF HOUR |  CRIME |  FRENCH

20 21

HOM E J A C K I N G



Starring
Milica Gojkovic

Dragan Mikanovic

Ljubomir Bandovic

Feda Stukan (THE HOLLOW)

Lazar Tasic

Directed by
Goran Stankovic, Vladimir Tagic

Produced by
This and That Productions in 
co-production with Agitprop for 
Radio Television of Serbia  

"
A PIVOTAL MOMENT 
IN CONTEMPORARY 
SERBIAN HISTORY

"
D R A M A  Q U A R T E R LY

Based on true events, the assassination of the Serbian Prime 
Minister in 2003, and the ensuing investigation that marked a 
turning point in the history of the nation.

It’s the year 2003. After the assassination of Serbian Prime Minister Đinđić, 
the country plunges into chaos. A state of emergency is declared. Danica, a 
young reporter on the rise, tries to investigate the real story behind it. And 
even though it puts a crosshair on his back, police inspector Ljuba, who is 
tasked with finding Đinđić’s killer, is willing to help her. On the other side 
of the law, Uroš, a young petty criminal, is drawn into this deadly plot. He 
drove the getaway car for the killer, as he works for those who ordered the 
murder: the powerful and brutal Serbian Mafia. As it turns out, there is a 
deeply engrained network of corruption and criminals embedded within the 
government, which Đinđić tried to dismantle. Now, those searching for his 
killer are becoming targets themselves. The closer they get to the truth, the 
more they become victims of the system they are trying to expose...

SERIES
8 x ONE HOUR |  DRAMA, CRIME |  SERBIAN

22 23



Starring
Karlis Arnolds Avots

Aamu Milonoff

Igors Selegovskis

Directed by
Stanislavs Tokalovs, Juris Kursietis

Produced by
Tasse Film in co-production with Go3, 
TV3, and Depo 

2024

Based on true stories of the times: A dramedy 
about the power of blue jeans and Rock’n’Roll 
in the U.S.S.R.

1979, Soviet Latvia. Behind the iron curtain, fierce propaganda against 
Western culture runs rampant.  But Renars, avid Rock’n’Roll fan and petty 
criminal, is not impressed. Working as a costume tailor in a theatre, he 
trades Western jeans to make extra money. Doing so, he meets young 
Finnish theatre director Tina. But instead of selling her pants off her legs, 
the two instantly fall in love. Renars keeps stepping on the wrong toes 
and is committed to a mental asylum – where he starts an underground 
business to make fake Levi’s jeans. He partners with the director of the 
asylum who makes a good profit out of this and in return promises Renars 
freedom. With Tina helping on the outside, the operation turns into a huge 
success and Renars becomes an anonymous underground legend. But 
his nemesis, KGB agent Maris, is in hot pursuit… Little by little, the jeans 
business is no longer only about his freedom. There is a greater cause – 
and Renars is the rebel at its center!

SERIES
8 x ONE HOUR |  DRAMEDY |  L ATVIAN

24 25
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Starring
Linda Blümchen
 
Simon Steinhorst

Directed by
Bartosz Grudziecki,
Pia Hellenthal

Produced by
Trimafilm

2024

The most relatable series about the essence 
of navigating life at almost thirty, where 
self-discovery remains elusive. In the vein 
of LOVE and GIRLS.

Freddy and Zeno are what you would call high school sweethearts. After 
15 years, the pharmacist and the art restorer, both about to turn 30, still 
see eye to eye, even in the bedroom. Thus, Zeno is taken by surprise by 
Freddy’s peculiar proposal: For 30 days, both are allowed to have sex 
with whomever they want. Zeno doesn’t really get where that comes from 
but agrees half-heartedly. Ironically, Freddy's first date with her former 
professor ends in disaster, while Zeno breaks sexual ground during an 
unexpected threesome with a couple next door. Whenever Freddy and Zeno 
meet after their most awkward dates and absurd sex encounters, they 
eye each other's "success stories" and salacious bits with suspicion. Then 
again, chance encounters in between give rise to moments of tenderness. 
So, what will happen on day 30 +1? Will the emotional rollercoaster of 
enthusiasm and disappointment, excitement, and despair bring Freddy and 
Zeno closer together? Or was the experiment too much to ask?

SERIES
8 x HALF HOUR |  DRAMEDY |  GERMAN

26

"
[IT'S] ABOUT LOVE, SEX 
AND THE CONFUSION OF 

YOUNG PEOPLE
"

 S T U T T G A R T E R  N A C H R I C H T E N
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Starring
Mattia Carrano

Lorenzo Zurzolo

Caterina Forza

Chiara Bordi

Matteo Scattaretico

Directed by
Ludovico Bessegato

Produced by
Amazon MGM Studios and 
Cross Productions

"
A TEEN STORY SPECTRUM 

THAT FLOATS THROUGH LIVES 
WITHOUT JUDGMENT OR 

TREPIDATION
"

I N D I E W I R E

Two very different twins and their group of friends are united 
by their turbulent journey of self-discovery, looking for their 
place in this always-changing world.

Andrea is a brilliant 17-year-old forced to repeat a year after getting caught 
selling drugs at school. Confident and seemingly fearless, he secretly 
wears women’s clothes. Does this challenge his gender identity? Marco, 
his twin brother, is completely different. After a serious accident, the 
introvert is unable to continue swim training – to the concern of his family. 
Carola, despite a leg prosthesis, leads a socially and sexually fulfilling life. 
Nevertheless, she constantly seeks approval and attention. Daniele, torn 
between a career in music or swimming, desperately looks for genuine 
love. And Nina, a fierce, idealistic loner and lesbian, hides her fragility from 
the world and herself. Each of them struggles to find their place in the 
world. Each of them knows they must undergo profound changes. But there 
is no right moment to change – only our desires that push us to do it…

YOUNG ADULT SERIES
16 x ONE HOUR (2 SEASONS) |  DRAMA |  ITALIAN

28

C21 
INTERNATIONAL 
DRAMA AWARD 

SUMMIT LONDON 
2023

NASTRI D'ARGENTO 
2023

Winner 
Best  Dramedy 

Ser ies

LOCARNO 

INTERNATIONAL 

FILM FESTIVAL 

2022



Sweden’s first ever high-end drama series for the LGBTQ-
community, shot in cooperation with the organizers of the 
Stockholm Pride Parade. A story about breaking free and the 
chance to be who you want to be.

Dilan is a nerdy 18-year-old. He is also a hopeless romantic: He travels 
to Stockholm dreaming of a perfect Pride with his crush, Christoph – but 
Dilan hasn’t told him so. Christoph’s friends are all about polygamy, open 
relationships, and other things that make a wide eyed small-town virgin’s 
head spin! To impress Christoph, Dilan tells some white lies. He wants 
to seem older, smarter, and more experienced. But the lies spin out of 
control… Dilan stays with his cousin Ari, a professional realtor and life of 
the party. Having suddenly dumped his on-and-off boyfriend, Ari seeks to 
forget the ghosts of the past and teach Dilan how he thinks Pride should 
really be enjoyed: on Grindr. Meanwhile, Ari’s friend Nina, who loves 
people who (maybe) don’t deserve it, is broken up with by her manipulative 
girlfriend. Nina is determined to win her back, while Ari thinks she should 
“move the f*** on.” Can Nina get her toxic ex back? Can Ari outrun his past? 
And can Dilan win Christoph back in time for Pride?

YOUNG ADULT SERIES
6 x HALF HOUR  |  ROMANTIC DRAMA |  SWEDISH

30 31

Starring
Oscar Wallgren (PICTURES OF LEO)

Sofia Kappel

Carlos Romero Cruz

Malte Legros Selander 
(DRAGONHEART, RYMDRESAN)

Directed by
Måns Nyman

Produced by
UNLIMITED STORIES for TV4/CMore 



Determined to get to the bottom of the brutal murder of a 
politician, star attorney Nikola finds himself sucked into a 
swamp of betrayal, conspiracy, and blackmail.

The murder of the politician Radovan brings the Belgrade public and 
judiciary to a boil. The sheer brutality of the act, the maimed body, and a 
mysterious coin found in the victim’s bloody hand are puzzling. Was it a 
ritual murder or just meant to look like one? Prime suspect is Radovan’s 
bodyguard Dragan. Convinced he is just a fall guy to curtain a greater 
scheme, star defense attorney Nikola takes on the case. To add fuel to 
the fire, his opponent is his ex-girlfriend and aspiring public prosecutor 
Ana. Nikola succeeds in vindicating Dragan, only to find himself in a haze 
of betrayal, conspiracy, and blackmail. Then, the dodgy chief investigator 
Aleksa is murdered with a similar coin in his hand. Tracing the origin of 
the enigmatic ducat, Nikola comes across a crime from the past. Are the 
slayings part of a plot for revenge? When someone tries to frame Nikola for 
Aleksa’s murder, he now must fight for his own freedom – and ultimately 
against someone he has trusted all along.

SERIES
10 x ONE HOUR |  THRILLER |  SERBIAN

3332

Starring
Radovan Vujovic

Jovana Stojiljkovic

Anica Dobra

Milica Janevski

Directed by
Ivan Stefanovic

Produced by
Firefly Productions for 
Telekom Serbia 



Starring
Andrija Kuzmanovic

Andjelka Prpic

Andrej Sepetkovski

Directed by
Filip Colovic

Produced by
Blue Butterfly Productions 
for Telekom Serbia 

An interview between a bookish director and a vain 
TV host turns unexpectedly fiery in this comedic 
sendup of ego, art, and love.

Once a film director, the luckless Bata now shoots vanity videos for crass 
starlets. He has just stooped to asking his mom for money when Una calls: 
She’s the country’s hottest TV host, and she wants to do an exclusive 
interview – with him, alone in his apartment! Bata is feeling lucky again. 
Until his apartment mysteriously explodes, the granny next door dies, and 
doctors say that Una's face may scar. Worse, Una didn’t even care about 
Bata’s work. She just needed to fill a slot. Bata seems doomed to a life 
sentence once his case goes to Inspector Trisic, the same guy who just had 
to solve the case of a missing zoo boar. As Bata faces hot-headed thugs in 
prison, Una is feted for bravery by Champagne-sipping colleagues – or is 
she losing her job? And while the city’s clumsiest inspector surprises even 
himself by his accidental cleverness, a search for deeper meaning ensues 
as a flicker of true feeling ignites between Bata and Una…

SERIES
10 x ONE HOUR |  ROMANTIC COMEDY |  SERBIAN

34 35



Starring
Natascha McElhone (RONIN, 
CALIFORNICATION, HALO)

Mark Umbers (HOME FIRES)

Anna Chancellor (FOUR WEDDINGS AND 
A FUNERAL)

Daniele Pecci (THE TOURIST)

Adam James

Directed by
Adam Wimpenny

Produced by
Eagle Eye in association with 
Beta Film 

Historical saga about a British family who establish a hotel for 
upper-class travelers on the magical Italian Riviera during the 
"Roaring 20s", as they try to escape the traumatic aftermath of 
World War I. Starring Natascha McElhone and Mark Umbers.

It’s 1929, the season is over. Instead of handling a house full of guests, 
Bella is preparing for the arrival of her father and sister, as well as her 
close friend Claudine, who plans to throw a launch party for her new 
perfume. It might seem quiet, but there is still plenty of drama. Cecil 
returns having just inherited a huge estate... and with the intention of 
divorcing Bella! She is thrilled at the prospect of having him out of her life 
for good but may face scrutiny from her judgmental father. Also, Bella must 
balance tensions with her estranged sister Amelia, her forbidden romance 
with Marco, the shocking return of Lucian, as well as embarking on a new 
business venture with Claudine. Life gets even more complicated when 
news of the Wall Street Crash arrives. Cecil is not only facing being unable 
to pay Bella her divorce settlement, but he has Danioni and the mob on his 
back. But while Bella fights to find a solution, Cecil fumes with revenge at 
Danioni and makes a deadly plan…

SERIES
18 x ONE HOUR (3 SEASONS) |  HISTORICAL DRAMA |  ENGLISH

36 37

"
A HIGH-PROFILE, 
CLASSY AFFAIR

"
T H E  T I M E S

NEW
SEASON

3

"
'DOWNTON ABBEY' MEETS 

'ENCHANTED APRIL'
"

D A I LY  M A I L



Starring Haluk Bilginer in an International Emmy Award-
winning performance as the antihero in the vein of BREAKING 
BAD and DEXTER.

After all the murders he committed, all the criminals he killed, the best 
place to hide for Agâh seems to be his Alzheimer’s disease. But the illness 
took its toll, and now, Agâh is trapped in his hiding place. Things quickly 
change when his daughter Zuhal takes him into her care. She has gotten 
her hands on a new drug that is not on the market yet. And the amazing 
thing happens: Agâh’s memories are coming back, piece by piece. Then he 
remembers his deeds. He doesn’t recall who the victims were, but Agâh 
must take responsibility: He confesses to the police – to no avail. Is there a 
reason the police let him go? And while Agâh is looking for a way to handle 
his new-found freedom, it comes with a heavy price. What he doesn’t 
realize yet: He has made some powerful enemies. There is a man on the run 
who yearns for revenge…

SERIES
22 x ONE HOUR (2 SEASONS) |  CRIME |  TURKISH

NEW
SEASON

2

38 39

Starring
Haluk Bilginer (WINTER SLEEP)

Cansu Dere

Müjde Ar

Sebnem Bozoklu

Metin Akdülger

Directed by
Onur Saylak

Produced by
Ay Yapim for Puhu TV 

"
ENTERTAINING, CHALLENGING, 

SLICK, AND EXPRESSIVE
"

TA G E S S P I E G E L



Starring
John Reardon 
(THE KILLING, VAN HELSING)

Mayko Nguyen (CRACKED, KILLJOYS)

Kevin Hanchard (ORPHAN BLACK)

Justin Kelly (WYNONNA EARP)

Craig Arnold

Directed by
Felipe Rodriguez, Alison Reid, 
John Vatcher

Produced by
Shaftesbury, Pope Productions and Beta 
Film for Rogers Sports & Media / Citytv 

NEW
SEASON

6

The St. John’s Major Crimes Unit has a 
team that is well-rounded and equally 
well established to deal with kidnappings, 
homicides, and hostage situations – but what 
really sets them apart is Detective Hudson’s 
partner and former K-9 dog Rex.

Detective Charlie Hudson can count on his team, for the St. John’s major 
crimes unit has all it takes! Always by his side: former K-9 German 
Shepherd Rex, who has saved Charlie in more than one way. Dr. Sarah 
Truong, the attractive Head of Forensics might become more than just a 
colleague to Charlie. Headed by hard-boiled Superintendent Joe Donovan 
and completed by genius tech analyst Jesse, it is Rex, who keeps the 
team’s spirits high in face of St. John’s seedy elements they have to hunt 
down. Charlie’s dedication and Rex’s keen, super-human senses and 
stealth make this unit special. From kidnapping, homicide and hostage 
situations, to fraud and corruption, Charlie, Rex and their team are a force 
to be reckoned with! 

SERIES
100 x ONE HOUR (6 SEASONS) |  CRIME |  ENGLISH

40 41

"
INSPECTOR REX 

BRIDGES GAPS BETWEEN
LANGUAGES

"
T H E  N E W  Y O R K E R

"
ONE OF THE WORLD’S 
MOST SUCCESSFUL 

TELEVISION BRANDS
"

VA R I E T Y
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Starring
Sven Nordin

Carrie-Anne Moss 
(THE MATRIX, MEMENTO, POMPEII)

Thea Green Lundberg

Mads Ousdal

Gard B. Eidsvold

Directed by
Trygve Allister Diesen, 
Katarina Launing

Produced by
Cinenord 

“The best Nord-noir ever” (THE GUARDIAN) is based on the 
best-selling novels by Jørn Lier Horst. Starring Sven Nordin 
(LILYHAMMER) and the legendary Carrie-Anne Moss (THE 
MATRIX). The most successful local drama for Viaplay in 
Nordics and most-watched Nordic show on BBC Four. 

On an idyllic summer evening in Larvik, a Norwegian-British boy, Clifford, 
disappears without a trace from the hotel owned by his family. Then, an 
employee with a close relationship to the family is found murdered. William 
Wisting and his colleagues face immense pressure to solve the murder and 
find the boy before it's too late. The case turns personal for Wisting, who 
increasingly feels distant from his own children. Another case soon finds 
Wisting when a mysterious letter shows up. It leads Wisting to a possible 
miscarriage of justice in an old murder case.  Obviously, somebody believes 
it should be reopened. Yet, Wisting suspects that he's facing opposition 
from powerful forces within the police.

SERIES
26 x ONE HOUR (3 SEASONS) |  CRIME |  NORWEGIAN, ENGLISH
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"
A PLEASURE FOR 
ALL THE SENSES

"
TA P  T H E  L I N E  M A G

NEW
SEASON

3



Starring
Álex Garcia (HOLY FAMILY)

Emilio Palacios (LA ZONA)

Maria Hervas

Marcel Borras (HACHE)

Teresa Riott

Directed by
David Ulloa, Rafa Montesinos

Produced by
Movistar Plus+ and Telemundo Int. 
Studios in collaboration with DLO 
Producciones 

"
A CLASSIC MOB THRILLER,

BUT WITH A SOCIAL 
UNDERBELLY

"
VA R I E T Y

Inspired by true events and the life of the leader of the ‘Los 
Miami’ gang. A deep dive into the single-handed shake-up of 
Madrid’s 1990’s.

The empire José Antonio has built is crumbling. No sooner is he released 
from the hospital – minus a right leg and plus a prosthetic one – than 
Fausti declares all-out war on him. The very Fausti who betrayed him and 
who now sends José’s little brother Sebas into a deadly trap, triggering a 
feud of raw ambition and bloody vengeance between both gang leaders, 
old and new. Now, anything goes. And absolutely no one is irreplaceable, 
except themselves. In this vein, José Antonio’s business and family 
matters become more and more intertwined, leaving both in shambles 
at least temporarily, as he is forced to hide in Mexico to protect what 
he fought most to achieve: himself, his family, and his business. In the 
meantime, the rest of the “Los Miami” are forced to measure their steps 
and choose sides in order to survive in this new scenario where loyalty to 
the wrong contender might cost them their life, or preserve it.

SERIES
14 x ONE HOUR (2 SEASONS) |  DRAMA |  SPANISH
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NEW
SEASON

2



Starring
Katharina Wackernagel

Sebastian Schwarz

Eva Bühnen

Petra Kleinert

Directed by
Markus Sehr, Oliver Schmitz

Produced by
Claussen+Putz Filmproduktion 
for ARD Degeto 

NEW
SEASON

2

New cops, new cases: The reboot of the witty 
crime series about an unlikely trio trying 
to solve bizarre crimes in a rural police 
department with their unorthodox approach.

When detective and new captain Marie quite unexpectedly shows up at 
her assigned precinct in the hilly hinterlands, jaws drop and cultures 
clash. No one here fancies an overambitious city girl who only kicks 
up dust. Let alone her two new colleagues Heino and Jennifer, who are 
used to taking it easy here. But no sooner has Marie pitched her tents, 
uhm, camper, than crime has this little village firmly in its grip: three 
potato princesses who are prone to go over dead bodies to save their 
inheritance… not only the pastry gets scorched in a quest of the new 
cake queen… a wayward variant of the werewolf walks abroad… love 
and peace can quickly turn into blood and thunder of Hippies gone wild… 
certainly equine nobility does not save from human nemesis. And while 
murder never sleeps, Marie’s temporary punitive transfer could turn 
long-term – because after all, love is not a crime...

SERIES
19 x ONE HOUR (2 SEASONS) |  CRIME |  GERMAN
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“The other MONTALBANO” (CORRIERE DELLA SERA): Mystery, 
comedy, and melodrama unite in the new Italian hit-series 
based on the bestselling books by Gaetano Savatteri.

After having lost his high-powered job in Rome, Saverio returns to 
Sicily, to a place he held dearest since childhood: Makari. Among the 
crystal-clear sea, breathtaking landscapes, old acquaintances, and new 
friends, he rediscovers a great passion that had been dormant for years: 
that of the writer. In Makari, there is no shortage of stories to tell. In 
fact, a series of strange murders catch Saverio’s interest. Like a true 
bloodhound, he starts sniffing out the criminals, never giving up on the 
search for the truth. When a boy is found dead, he can find the culprit. The 
patriarch of a rich family is murdered? No family secret is left uncovered, 
when Saverio is on the case. But Makari will offer Saverio not only the 
opportunity to test himself as a writer-investigator. It might just offer him 
true love as well…

SERIES
11 x TWO HOURS (3 SEASONS) |  DRAMA |  ITALIAN

"
COZY LIGHT CRIME 

DRAMEDIES
"

W E  A R E  M O V I E  G E E K S

NEW
SEASON

3

48 49

Starring
Claudio Gioe

Domenico Centamore

Ester Pantano

Antonella Attili

Directed by
Michele Soavi, Monica Vullo

Produced by
Palomar in collaboration 
with RAI Fiction 
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Starring 
Katharina Schlothauer, Eugene Boateng, 
Teresa Harder, Max von Pufendorf

Directed by  
Janis Rebecca Rattenni

Produced by 
filmpool fiction for ARD Degeto

For Hamburg Chief Inspector Svenja, a job offer at the 
precinct in her hometown at the German-Danish border 
is a win-win. It allows her to look after her ill father, and 
to take a fresh look at the strained relationship with 
her girlfriend Sanne. Alas, her cheeky new colleague 
Antoine is pretty much the exact opposite of the level-
headed Svenja. While his brash manners collide with 
her bossy tone, the two have no choice but to quickly 
get used to each other’s quirks. The investigations into 
a washed-up body and the kidnapping of a boy put the 
duo’s emerging team spirit to its first tests. Now, time 
must tell whether Svenja and Antoine manage to throw 
their reservations overboard and become the new 
power pair at the Baltic Sea.

MOVIE CYCLES
2 x TWO HOURS |  CRIME |  GERMAN

BALTIC FILES Level-headed Chief Inspector Svenja and her cheeky 
new colleague Antoine are anything but alike, yet all 
bets are on that they will become the new dynamic 

duo at the Baltic coast.

Starring  
Jasmin Gerat, Lenn Kudrjawizki, Kasem Hoxha, 
Max Herbrechter, aJuraj Kukura

Directed by  
Michael Kreindl

Produced by 
Constantin Television for ARD Degeto

SPLIT HOMICIDE

After an explosion kills the head of Split’s homicide 
unit, Stascha Novak shows up as the new boss. 
Everyone dislikes the brash outsider until her 

cleverness converts enemies into allies.

Stascha Novak takes over as Split’s head of homicide, 
even though no one wants her there. Despised by her 
former colleagues in Zagreb, she’s transferred away 
for a fast demotion. Distrusted by her new team of 
detectives, who are still mourning for their previous 
boss, she’s undermined in her very first case: To identify 
who murdered her predecessor. Stascha’s brusque 
manners seem to alienate everyone around her. Only 
Emil shows some faith in her. Despite losing the top 
spot to her, Emil begins to admire Stascha’s dedication 
and to empathize with her personal struggles. Stascha 
learns she’ll need to make friends quickly as she 
undertakes investigations every bit as dangerous as the 
one that killed the previous head of the unit.

MOVIE CYCLES
16 x TWO HOURS |  CRIME |  GERMAN

SPLIT HOMICIDE
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"
ACCOMPLISHED 

ACTRESSES AND ACTORS 
ACROSS THE BOARD

"
Q U O T E N M E T E R

MORE 
THAN

7 MIO
VIEWERS



Starring 
Pasquale Aleardi, Jan Schütte, Ludwig Blochberger, 
Annika Blendl

Directed by  
Matthias Tiefenbacher, Thomas Roth

Produced by 
filmpool fiction for ARD Degeto

Brittany is seen by some as the end of the world. Like 
homicide inspector Georges Dupin, who has been 
relocated there from Paris. With his fish allergy and 
fear of the ocean, he feels like, well, a fish out of water... 
Fortunately, his charm and warmth help him crack the 
shells of the most silent Bretons – and win over his 
new colleagues, a jokester, a rookie, and a dependable 
girl Friday. Dupin is surprised by how imaginative the 
murders are in Brittany. A real and a fake Gauguin take 
Dupin back to the 19th century... a journalist bites off 
more than she can chew of a deadly secret... a peaceful 
island will do anything to keep a "vacation paradise" off 
of it... an eccentric former actress finds a body which 
disappears into thin air… myths of a sunken city in the 
sea, seemingly connected to the murder of a young 
couple… At least the rugged, majestic landscapes of 
Brittany provide an invigorating backdrop to Dupin's 
adventures!

MOVIE CYCLES
14 x TWO HOURS |  CRIME |  GERMAN

INSPECTOR DUPIN Inspector Dupin is relocated from Paris to provincial 
Brittany: a fish out of water! Surprisingly, murders are 

quite imaginative here…

MORE 
THAN

7 MIO
VIEWERS

Starring  
Clemens Schick (JAMES BOND 007 - CASINO ROYALE), 
Anne Schäfer (BELOVED SISTERS), Tara Fischer, Tom 
Keune, Anton Weil

Directed by  
Jochen Alexander Freydank (DEEP DOWN - EVERY HOUR 
COUNTS)

Produced by 
Dreamtool Entertainment and Sommerhaus 
Filmproduktion for ARD Degeto 

Impulsive Xavi and confident beauty Fina: Barcelona's 
homicide team dives deep into the heart of the 

medieval city...
With its expert and attractive crime squad run by 
Xavi Bonet and his charming partner Fina Valent, 
Barcelona can truly be proud of its homicide team: 
Xavi, independent, impulsive, enigmatic, with a well-
functioning network of contacts on the city’s dark side; 
and Fina, a single mother and self-confident beauty. 
They’re never far behind the plotters and schemers 
who prefer to do their dark dealings after sunset. Their 
cases take them throughout the Catalan metropolis 
– out to its suburbs and deep into the heart of the 
medieval city. With puzzling mysteries waiting to be 
solved, such as the student who died of poisoning 
and left just about no clues and even more murders 
imminent, Xavi and Fina have lots to do before this and 
other crimes are mercilessly stopped.

MOVIE CYCLES
12 x TWO HOURS |  CRIME |  GERMAN

BARCELONA CRIME
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Starring 
Christian Kohlund, Ina Paule Klink, Robert Hunger-
Bühler, Felix Kramer (SOMEDAY WE'LL TELL EACH 
OTHER EVERYTHING, DARK), Dominik Weber

Directed by  
Roland Suso Richter, Matthias Steurer, Carlo Rola, 
Florian Froschmayer

Produced by 
Graf Film for ARD Degeto

Maybe you can’t make a killing in Zurich anymore, but 
it’s still possible to kill and get killed... Attorney Thomas 
Borchert is back in his native Zurich. And if you need 
an ace lawyer specialized in financial manipulation, 
embezzlement, money laundering and the latest 
offshore scheme, he’s your man. In fact, he knows both 
sides of the law pretty well, since he was fired without 
notice by his employer and charged with accepting 
astronomical bribes in a scandal in South America. Back 
in Zurich, Borchert wants to clear his name and find out 
who put the blame on him. Fleeing from the jurisdiction 
of the German authorities, he sets up his legal practice 
in a rickety trailer on his family’s property in Zurich.

MOVIE CYCLES
22 x TWO HOURS |  CRIME |  GERMAN

MONEY. MURDER. ZURICH.

Disgraced white-collar lawyer Borchert is back in his 
native Zurich, on the run from German authorities. He 
sets out to clear his name, with reluctant help of his 
idealistic assistant – discovering larger crimes in the 

process…

Starring  
Heino Ferch (THE BAADER MEINHOF COMPLEX, 
DOWNFALL), Samuel Finzi, Isabella Parkinson, Ben 
Becker (COMEDIAN HARMONISTS), Nora Waldstätten

Directed by  
Thomas Berger

Produced by 
UFA Fiction for ARD Degeto 

Generous, expensive taste, broke – with a talent for 
stealing fine art, nobleman Allmen becomes a private 

detective recovering the same, his loyal servant Carlos 
by his side.

Generous, expensive taste, broke: this combination 
does not bode well. Allmen is a man out of luck with a 
taste for the finer things in life. So he now must turn 
to stealing: Possessions are fleeting, so why shouldn‘t 
he help moving them around? Unveiling a larger crime 
in the process, he discovers his talent for sleuthing. 
Allmen now wants to retrieve stolen art, attracting dark 
forces behind the shiny facade of Europe‘s upper class. 
The higher the stakes, the more ruthless the criminals! 
Dodging bullets and creditors alike, Allmen loves the 
adventure and even manages to help out the less 
fortunate. And his loyal servant Carlos does his best to 
keep him grounded – these two will find a way out, no 
matter how many guns are pointed at them.

MOVIE CYCLES
5 x TWO HOURS |  CRIME |  GERMAN

ALLMEN
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Starring 
Theresa Scholze, Catherine Bode, Max Herbrechter, 
Walter Sittler, Thomas Unger

Directed by  
Karola Hattop, Michael Zens, Annette Ernst, 
Markus Imboden

Produced by 
Westside Filmproduktion for ARD Degeto

The family feud has gone on for decades. Sebastian 
cannot forgive his former friend Lorenz for causing his 
son’s accidental death. Nor can Lorenz forgive himself. 
His daughter Lisa, a freshly baked lawyer, is resolved 
to take the feud to court. Although emotions run high 
as old wounds are reopened, the men seem ready to 
reconcile. Yet conflict is still rife between their sons and 
daughters. An impulsive one-night stand makes Marie 
question a lifelong hatred, while sparks fly between Lisa 
and Florian, once childhood sweethearts. Nor are things 
any less turbulent among their holiday guests, who 
bring along their own dramas.

MOVIE CYCLES
12 x TWO HOURS |  DRAMA |  GERMAN

AT HOME IN THE MOUNTAINS

A decades-long feud is rekindled when Lisa returns 
home, determined to reopen old wounds by taking 

the hostile neighbors to court. But not everyone is so 
confident of the outcome.

At Home 

in the Mountains

Starring  
Aljoscha Stadelmann (CLOUDS OF SILS MARIA), 
Julia Koschitz (TOUR DE FORCE), Anna Fischer, 
Moritz Führmann (HOW TO SELL DRUGS ONLINE (FAST)), 
Alwara Höfels

Directed by  
Stephan Wagner, Florian Baxmeyer

Produced by 
H&V Entertainment for ARD Degeto 

Knowing his kind-of-backwoods hometown like the 
back of his hand, overweight small-town cop Frank 

Koops can be a real asset to solving crimes that leave 
others at a loss.

At first glance, Frank Koops is not much to look at – the 
overweight small-town cop has a huge problem hitting 
a target and requires lots of practice at the shooting 
range. But when push comes to shove, Koops might 
just show you what he’s made of! Knowing his kind-of-
backwoods hometown like the back of his hand, he can 
be a real asset to solving crimes that leave others at a 
loss. And so he is hot on the trail when 1.4 million Euros 
from a bank robbery vanish, or is the only one to keep a 
key witness safe when the mafia tries to murder her at 
any cost. One thing is for sure; this cop has a lot more 
going on than you might expect…

MOVIE CYCLES
9 x TWO HOURS |  CRIME |  GERMAN

THE MOUNTAIN'S WHISPER
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"
THE FILM EXPLAINS... 

THINGS THAT FEEL 
EXTREMELY URGENT TO 
BRING FORWARD TODAY

"
S V T



Starring 
Luise Heyer (THE MOST BEAUTIFUL COUPLE, JACK), 
Felix Kramer (SOMEDAY WE'LL TELL EACH OTHER 
EVERYTHING, DARK), Christian Berkel (ELLE, DOWNFALL), 
Anne Ratte-Polle (WILLENBROCK, UNDINE, DARK), 
Sascha Alexander Gersak (NOTHING BAD CAN HAPPEN)

Directed by  
Asli Özge (MEN ON THE BRIDGE)

Produced by 
Zeitsprung Pictures, Les Films du Fleuve in co-production 
with gilles mann filmproduktion, ZDF, Port au Prince Film 
& Kultur Produktion, VOO and Be Tv

For undisclosed reasons, the entrances and exits of 
a Berlin apartment building are blocked for the time 
being. No one gets in or out. Left in the dark by the 
police, the residents start to speculate. First, they 
assume there may be a bomb planted right outside 
the door. Then, a rumor about a criminal hiding in the 
courtyard spreads. Suspicion turns into insecurities 
which turn into aggression. Prejudices bring 
polarization, old conflicts come to light again and the 
residents start to suspect and denounce one another. In 
this situation of existential danger, they lose their mask 
of human decency. They start to show their real faces 
and each one of them pursues their own interests in 
this play of power and capitalism.

FEATURE FILMS
2 HOURS |  DRAMA  |  GERMAN

BL ACK BOX

"
A TENSE

ENSEMBLE DRAMA
"

S C R E E N  I N T E R N AT I O N A L

OPENING FILM 
NEW GERMAN CINEMA

HONORABLE 
MENTION

One Future Prize 
INTERFILM 
ACADEMY

Directed by the multiple award-winning director of 
MEN ON THE BRIDGE, co-produced by Jean-Pierre and 

Luc Dardenne.

Starring  
Mikael Persbrandt (IN A BETTER WORLD, SEX 
EDUCATION, THE HOBBIT: THE DESOLATION OF SMAUG, 
THE KINGDOM EXODUS), Francis Chouler (EYE IN THE 
SKY, TROY: FALL OF A CITY), Cian Barry (THE SPIDER'S 
WEB, HOLY WATER), Colin Salmon (TOMORROW NEVER 
DIES, RESIDENT EVIL), Sara Soulié (NYMPHS, NOCES 
D'OR)

Directed by  
Per Fly (BACKSTABBING FOR BEGINNERS, BORGEN)

Produced by 
Unlimited Stories in co-production with Nordisk Film, SVT, 
Film I Väst, TV4, Nordsvensk Filmunderhållning Maipo 
Film, Meta Film, Per Fly APS, and Cambo Productions 

Iconic actor Mikael Persbrandt (SEX EDUCATION) stars 
in the gripping true story of the man John F. Kennedy 
once called “the greatest statesman of our century.”

NYC, 1961, the peak of the Cold War. Charismatic 
diplomat Dag Hammarskjöld has reached the pinnacle 
of his power, serving as Secretary General of the United 
Nations. After decolonization, he wants to bring peace to 
Africa, thwarting plans of both powerful entrepreneurs 
and world leaders to further exploit resources. His 
life is turned upside down when his old friend Peter 
shows up: Dag starts questioning his unprecedented 
devotion and dedication to his job and vision. When UN 
peacekeepers are killed in the Congo, he sees no other 
way than to impose peace by leading the UN troops on 
their first war mission. Well aware that his enemies 
might gather to plot against him, he boards a plane in a 
final attempt to negotiate a cease-fire…

FEATURE FILMS
2 HOURS |  DRAMA  |  ENGLISH,  SWEDISH

HAMMARSKJÖLD -  F IGHT FOR PEACE
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"
THERE IS A CRISP 

ELEGANCE TO 
THE STORYTELLING

"
S C R E E N  I N T E R N AT I O N A L

WINNER

Best Costume
Swedish Film  

Awards

BOX OFFICE

3.000.000 $
Sweden



Starring 
Emanuel Pârvu, Iulia Lumânare, Ana Ciontea, Adrian 
Titieni, Victoria Ecaterina Moraru

Directed by  
Călin Peter Netzer (CHILD'S POSE)

Produced by 
Parada Film in co-production with Cinéma Defacto, Gaïjin, 
and Volos Films

Dragos, a Romanian film director in his forties, 
decides to make a movie about his family's emigration 
to Germany in the 80's that followed his mother’s 
extramarital affair. Because the emigration was done 
under suspicious conditions, Dragos investigates 
undercover, with help from his former girlfriend, Ilinca. 
The collaboration brings the two closer together, 
however, complicating things with his fiancée. As 
Dragos delves deeper into his family's past, secrets 
come to light, leading to revelations about certain ties 
with the Secret Service. Trapped in his own story and 
with his fiancée announcing her pregnancy, Dragos 
must make a decision that will impact the future of 
everyone involved.

FEATURE FILMS
2 HOURS |  DRAMA |  ROMANIAN

FAMILIAR

"
CĂLIN PETER NETZER 

RETURNS TO THE 
SPOTLIGHT 

WITH WHAT MAY BE HIS
MOST PERSONAL FILM YET

"
C I N E U R O PA

After CHILD’S POSE and ANA, MON AMOUR, multiple 
award-winning Romanian director Călin Peter Netzer 
shows his distinctive signature again in this intimate, 

rapturous drama.

Starring  
Giacomo Gianniotti (GREY'S ANATOMY, Marvel's 
AVENGERS), Miriam Leone (I RUN TO YOU, THE 
INVISIBLE WITNESS, MEDICI), Valerio Mastandrea 
(PERFECT STRANGERS, NINE), Monica Bellucci (MATRIX, 
THE APPARTMENT), Lorenzo Zurzolo

Directed by  
Antonio Manetti, Marco Manetti

Produced by 
MOMPRACEM with RAI CINEMA, in association with 
ASTORINA

This star-studded adaptation of the legendary comic 
book sets the stage for a gripping showdown that will 

test the boundaries of trust.
Captured by a ruthless gang of criminals, the legendary 
master thief Diabolik and Inspector Ginko find 
themselves face to face, both locked in a cell with no 
way out. Certain of facing an inevitable death, Diabolik 
decides to talk. Without hesitation, he reveals to his 
archenemy that he grew up on a mysterious island, 
inhabitated by the most brilliant criminals of every 
metier. Meanwhile, Eva Kant and Altea are desperately 
looking for their men. Will the paths of the two rivals 
cross again?

FEATURE FILMS
2 HOURS |  CRIME  |  ITALIAN

DIABOLIK
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"
ITALIAN NOIR AS A DARK 
AND VIOLENT CARNIVAL. 

THE MANETTI BROS.' 
TRILOGY CLOSES WITH 

A TRIUMPH FOR MIRIAM 
LEONE AND MONICA 

BELLUCCI
"

S T Y L E  M A G A Z I N E



Starring 
Maren Eggert (I'M YOUR MAN, THE EXPERIMENT), Jona 
Levin Nicolai (THE NET, Netflix’s THE GRIMM REALITY), 
Maryam Zaree (4 BLOCKS, UNDINE), Juliane Siebecke, 
Mehdi Nebbou (DEUTSCHLAND 86, MUNICH)

Directed by  
Hanna Slak (Slovenian Oscar Entry THE MINER)

Produced by 
VOLTE in co-production with Ici et Là, Tramal Films 
and with Bayerischer Rundfunk, Arte, RTV Slovenia 
in collaboration with FS Viba Film, The Cash Rebate 
Scheme from the Republic of Slovenia, Magic Media 
Production

Not
aWord

A film by 
Hanna Slak

When her teenage son Lars is injured at school, Nina 
is faced with a dilemma: Can she leave behind her 
orchestra rehearsals to be there for him…in a possibly 
life-changing situation? She compromises: For five days, 
she will take Lars to the island in western France where 
they usually spend their summers. In winter, however, 
the island is windy, dark, and cold. In the small house 
at the beach, they are forced to face each other. Nina is 
worried: Is she sabotaging the career she has fought so 
hard for? Lars withdraws further, misunderstandings 
multiply, suppositions turn into suspicions: Was he a 
witness to a gruesome crime at school? Did he parti-
cipate? When a storm cuts the last connection to the 
mainland, a dangerous confrontation ensues.

FEATURE FILMS
2 HOURS |  DRAMA  |  GERMAN, FRENCH

NOT A WORD

On a barren island, a mother and son confront years 
of silence and misunderstandings in writer-director 
Hanna Slak’s formidable fourth feature film starring 

Maren Eggert (I'M YOUR MAN).

"
A COMPELLING

AND EFFICIENTLY 
MOODY THRILLER

"
T H E  F I L M  V E R D I C T

WINNER

Ecumenical Jury
Award 

Warsaw FF

Starring  
Frederick Lau (VICTORIA), Nora Tschirner (RABBIT 
WITHOUT EARS), Burak Yigit (VICTORIA, MUSTANG), 
Friederike Becht (LABYRINTH OF LIES, THE READER), 
Godehard Giese (THE SAME SKY, BABYLON BERLIN)

Directed by  
Markus Goller

Produced by 
Sunny Side Up Film in co-production with Pictures In 
A Frame, Sevenpictures Film, and Deutsche Columbia 
Pictures

A deeply touching and distinctively authentic story 
about a young man finally facing his addiction to 

alcohol, set between Berlin’s famous bars and sober 
therapy rooms. Lead actor Frederick Lau (VICTORIA) 

delivers an outstanding performance.

Although in self-denial about his drinking problem, 
Mark seems to have easily mastered life between his 
demanding job as a construction manager and ram-
bunctious forays into Berlin’s nightlife. That is, until he 
is stopped by the police one night and loses his license 
until he has passed a medical-psychological examinati-
on. Mark bets his best friend Nadim that he won’t drink 
any alcohol until he gets his driving license back, but he 
hasn’t reckoned with meeting “partner in crime” Helena 
during the examination. At first, Mark is confident of 
victory, but soon, disillusionment follows in the truest 
sense of the word. Does Mark have to admit to himself 
that he has a more serious problem than he thought?

FEATURE FILMS
2 HOURS |  DRAMEDY  |  GERMAN

ONE FOR THE ROAD
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"
AMAZING HOW THE FILM

MANAGES THE IMPRESSIVE
BALANCING ACT OF NEVER

LOSING ITS HUMOR AND
RETAINING LIGHTNESS

"
B L I C K P U N K T  F I L M



"
A WORTHY 

AND LOVING 
CONTINUATION

"
B L I C K P U N K T  F I L M
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‘Tis the season, finally! But when Noah’s mom falls 
ill again, he has no idea that it’s not only Christmas 

with her he must save. It’s the whole magical land of 
Snowfall!

Ten-year-old Noa is over the moon: Finally, he can 
celebrate Christmas with his mom again! But when she 
falls ill again, it’s a big shock. One day though, Noah 
learns that Santa actually exists in the wondrous land 
of Snowfall! Through the snowflakes, his letter can tra-
vel to Santa – and he has a big wish to send. But when 
Snowfall turns out to be in danger, Noah must find his 
own way to this fantastical place – and the magical 
adventure begins! Can Noah save Christmas and find 
hope for his mom?

SNOWFALL -  NOAH'S WISH

KIDS & FAMILY
24 x HALF HOUR |  CHRISTMAS ADVENTURE  |  NORWEGIAN

Starring
Scott Philip Davis Brodtkorb, Aella Arietta Emily 
Nomatshaka Baqwa Ruud, Vidar Magnussen, Kevin 
Haugan

Directed by
Tonje Voreland, Tine Grönneberg

Produced by 
NRK Super

"
IT'S COZY, THERE'S NO 

BETTER WORD FOR IT, AND 
ALSO WELL-MADE (THE SET 

DESIGN IS MAGNIFICENT) 
AND WELL-ACTED

"
V G

A cult hit for children and those who are kids at heart: 
Pumuckl has been a staple in the lives of Germans for 

many decades. Now, the little kobold is back!

The workbench is covered in dust: Master Eder’s work-
shop has not been used in more than 30 years. When 
Master Eder’s nephew, Florian, decides to sell the work-
shop, strange things happen. Suddenly, a wondrous 
mishap reveals the source: Pumuckl, an invisible little 
kobold, is stuck to a pot of glue and becomes visible. 
Together, he and Florian experience adventures full of 
fun, kindheartedness, and mischief!

KIDS & FAMILY

PUMUCKL'S NEW ADVENTURES

26 x HALF HOUR |  ADVENTURE COMEDY |  GERMAN

70 71

Starring
Florian Brückner (THE DARK VALLEY, LINE OF 
SEPARATION), Ilse Neubauer, Ina Meling, 
Hans Stadlbauer, Max von Thun

Directed by
Marcus H. Rosenmüller (GRAVE DECISIONS) 

Produced by 
NEUESUPER for RTL

"
PROBABLY THE BEST 
CHILDREN'S SERIES 

CURRENTLY ON GERMAN 
TELEVISION. ESPECIALLY 
BECAUSE ADULTS WILL 

ENJOY IT AS WELL
"

D W D L

GRIMME AWARD 
2024

Nominee 
Chi ldren

MUNICH 
INTERNATIONAL 

FILM FESTIVAL 2023

Winner 
Audience Award



CHRISTMAS
COLLECTION

GREAT
LITERATURE 
COLLECTION

INCLUDING 
ELSA MORANTE’S LA STORIA,

LE GRAND CAHIER,
CONFESSIONS OF FELIX KRULL,
WAR AND PEACE, THE SWARM,

WHEN WILL IT BE AGAIN LIKE IT 
NEVER WAS BEFORE,

BERLIN ALEXANDERPLATZ,
LES MISERABLES, GODLESS 

YOUTH, NARCISSUS AND 
GOLDMUND, EFFI BRIEST

INCLUDING 
A CAPE COD CHRISTMAS, 

CHRISTMAS ON THE RUNWAY, 
THE CHRISTMAS RING, 

AMAZING WINTER ROMANCE, 
CHRISTMAS ON MY MIND,

STARDUST, MRS. MIRACLE,
SNOWFALL 

CHRISTMAS ON MY MIND

ELSA MORANTE’S LA STORIA

COLLECTIONS

KINGS & QUEENS 
ROYAL  

COLLECTION

ULTIMATE 
FOOTBALL 

COLLECTION

INCLUDING 
11 SHOTS, LESSONS OF A 

DREAM, THE KEEPER,
GOLDEN BOY, THE NET,

ADIDAS VS. PUMA - THAT'S THE 
NAME OF THE GAME!,  A LIFE 

FOR FOOTBALL,
THE WILD SOCCER BUNCH,

THE DEVIL'S KICKERS

INCLUDING 
MAXIMA, SISI, SISSI (1955),

ATLANTIC CROSSING, VICTORIA IN 
DOVER, THE CROWN PRINCE,

FELIPE AND LETIZIA, CHARLES IV - THE 
PRICE OF POWER, MARIA THERESA,

ANNA KARENINA, THE KING'S CHOICE
SISI

THE KEEPER

COLLECTIONS

72 73
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